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CULTURAL RESEARCH EXPERT REPORT 

 

Project Title: Development of Common Cultural Tourism Destination in the Strandzha 

(Yıldız)-Sakar area based on archaeological and historical objects 

 

Study of the archaeological sites in the region of Strandzha/Yildiz and Sakar mountains 

 

Introduction 

In this study, the most important archaeological monuments such as tumuli, mnehir, dolmen, 

caves, castles, churches and etc. in the region were included. In the course of the study, the 

following structures were taken into consideration, especially in terms of the period of the 

building, the degree to which the building was reached and the position it was located was 

evaluated as a tourist destination. To set destination, a place must have some specialities. 

According to Buhalis, destinations have 6 components; Attractions, accessibility, amenities, 

available packages, activities and anc which are called 6A’s because of the first letter of each 

component (Buhalis, 2000). In this context, the archeological monuments that may be included 

in the destination are listed below according to the types, periods and especially the region they 

are in. 

 

 

 

 

Tumuli; 

 

Tumuli are areas where grave hills with similar characteristics are collectively found. They 

are dated between Early Iron Age and A.C. 3rd century  
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Kırklareli Center;  

 

Eriklice Tumulus 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-459 

Period; B.C. 4th century. 

Location;  

District: Central   Village; Eriklice Village  Location; Çataklar 

Coordinates: 41 ° 44 '51 "N - 27 ° 10' 30" E 

Quality; Farmland (Field)  

Protected Potential; 1st degree protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st dehree protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; The tumulus located in the agricultural area in the 800 m northwest of the 

village, has 5 m high and 30 m in diameter. It is quite well preserved. 

Touristic Potential; it can be determined as an important tourism destination. Because it is very 

close to the center so that it has accessibility to find a transportation system and some amenities 

for accomodarion, catering and other tourist services. Also it is well preserved according to 

many tumuli. 
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Kayalı Bedre Cave 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-461 

Period; B.C. 2nd millenium  

Location 

District; Central   Village; Kayali Village  Location; Bedre Cave Location 

Definition: This natural cave formation located 4.1 km south-west of Kayali Village. The 

fragments of ceramics in the vicinity indicate the life in the cave. 

Present Situation 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; The entrance of the cave is southeast. The height varies between 2 m and 4 

m. It extends inward dividing into arms. 

Touristic potential; The treasure hunting is carried out secretly. Therefore protection is offered 

exactly. If the protection is carried out, it can be included in a tourist destination. Until now 

no detailed research has been made, but the terracotta material found here shows that the cave 

was settled to the end of the 2nd millennium BC. Therefore it belongs to Thrac civilization 

which has great contributions to the historical and ethno-cultural formation of both Anatolia 

and the Balkan Peninsula.   
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Yoğuntaş Çifte Tumulus West 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-468-01 

Period; Early Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central Village; Yoğuntaş Village  Location; Bağtepe Location 

Coordinates: 41 ° 50 '17 "N - 27 ° 02' 28" E 

Nature: Field 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; The tumulus located in the agricultural area, in 5,3 km west of the village. 

 It has 6-7 m high, 40-45 m in diameter. 

Touristic Potential; A field road passes on the southern side. It is generally well preserved. Due 

to the agricultural activities carried out in the vicinity, the area of tumulus is narrowing. If the 

protection is carried out and the public is educated for more conscious, it can be included in a 

touristic destination route. Also it is close to the city center, about 20 km away. Therefore it is 

accessible easily.  

 

Yoğuntaş Çifte Tumulus East 
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Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-468-02 

Period; Early Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central   Village; Yoğuntaş Village  Location; Bagtepe Location 

Coordinates: 41 ° 51 '06 "N - 27 ° 01' 52" E 

Nature: Field 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; The tumulus located in 5,3 km west of the village, in the agricultural area, 

has 6-7 m high, 40-45 m in diameter.  

Touristic Potential; There is a small excavation trail on its hill. If the protection is carried out 

and the public is made aware of it, it can be included in a destination. Also it is close to the city 

center, about 20 km away. Therefore it is accessible easily. And there are many tumuli around 

it.  

 

Üsküp Kurtkumluğu East Tumulus  
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Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-341-01 

Period; Early Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Üsküp (Skopje) Village Location; Palamut Hill Series 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in 5-4 m north-east of the center of the town in the pasture 

area, has 5-6 m high and 20-25 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; The eastern part was completely destroyed by the machine by the treasure 

hunters. The illegal excavations have completely destroyed the form of the tumulus. 

Touristic Potential; It has lost its form due to the great excavations on its hill. Due to its 

proximity to the city center as a route, unfortunately it suffered great damage due to illegal 

treasure like the ones in the same area. On the other hand the proximity to ancillary services 

such as banking, telecommunications and hospitals etc.  suggest that it has a touristic potential. 

However, it needs to be protected by the security forces in the region. 

 

Döküzhöyük Höyükler 1 Tumulus 
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Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-566 

Period; Early Iron Age- A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central    Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; Mounds 

Parcel; 279 

Protected Potential; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st Degree archeological protected area  

Definition: The tumulus located in 1,1 km north of the village in the agricultural area, has 8-9 

m in height and 25-30 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; Well preserved. 

Touristic potential; It is well preserved, close to the city center, and especially it has many 

tumuli close where it is located, makes it an important tumulus. Within the same area there 

are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus archeaological park can be 

created in the region and turned into an attractive center.  

Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 2 Tumulus 
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Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-567 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; mounds 

Parcel; 227 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in 1.1 km north of the village, in the agricultural area, has 9-

10 m high and 35-40 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; Well preserved. 

Touristic Potential; It is well preserved, close to the city center (about 18km away), and 

especially it has many tumuli close where it is located, makes it an important tumulus. Within 

the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus 

archeaological park can be created in the region and turned into an attractive center.  
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Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 3 Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-568 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central   Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; mounds 

Parcel; 282 

Protected Potential; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in 1 km north of the village in agricultural area, has 8-9 m in 

height and 35-40 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; There is a small excavation trail on its hill. It should be monitored by 

security forces. 

Touristic Potential; Although there is a small excavation trace at the top, close to the city 

center (about 18km away), and especially it has many tumuli around where it is located, 

makes it an important tumulus. Within the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 

100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus archeaological park can be created in the region and turned 

into an attractive center.  
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Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 4 Tumulus 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-569 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central   Village; Dokuzhöyük   Place; mounds 

Parcel; 274 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in agricultural area 1 km north of the village, has 8-9 m in 

height and 35-40 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; There is a small excavation trail on its top. It should be monitored by 

security forces. 

Touristic Potential; Although there is a small excavation trail at the top, it is important that the 

location is close to the city center and also there are other tumuli nearby because of its location. 

Within the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus 

park as an archaeological park which has many recreational and cultural activities can be 

created in the region and turned into an attractive center. 
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Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 5 Tumulus 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-570 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central   Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; mounds 

Parcel; 270 

Protected Potential; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in the agricultural area in 900 m north of the village, has 8-9 

m in height and 30-35 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; It is well preserved but should be monitored by security forces. 

Touristic Potential; Although there is a small excavation trail at the top, it is important that the 

location is close to the city center and also there are other tumuli nearby because of its location. 

Within the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus 

park as an archaeological park which has many recreational and cultural activities can be 

created in the region and turned into an attractive center. 
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Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 6 Tumulus 

 
Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-571 

Period; Early Iron Age- A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; mounds 

Parcel; 267 

Protected Potential; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in the agricultural area in 900 m north of the village, has 7-8 

m high and 25-30 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; It is well preserved but should be monitored by security forces. 

Touristic Potential; Although there is a small excavation trail at the top, it is important that the 

location is close to the city center and also there are other tumuli nearby because of its location. 

Within the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus 

park as an archaeological park which has many recreational and cultural activities can be 

created in the region and turned into an attractive center. 
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Dokuzhöyük Höyükler 7 Tumulus 

 
Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-01-572 

Period; Early Iron Age- A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Dokuzhöyük  Place; mounds 

Parcel; 262 

Protected Potential; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1st Degree archeological protected area 

Definition: The tumulus located in the agricultural area in 600 m north of the village, has 6-7 

m high and 20-25 m in diameter. 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and Agricultural Activities 

Present Situation; There are small traces at the top and south. It should be monitored by 

security forces. 

Touristic Potential; Although there is a small excavation trail at the top, it is important that the 

location is close to the city center and also there are other tumuli nearby because of its location. 

Within the same area there are 7 tumuli with a distance of 100-200 m. Therefore, a tumulus 

park as an archaeological park which has many recreational and cultural activities can be 

created in the region and turned into an attractive center. 
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DEMİRKÖY 

 

Dupnisa Cave (Ancient life and natural cave area) 

  

 

Type of Building; Cave 

Inventory Number; 39-03-102 

Period; Antiquity and early Christianity 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Sarpdere Village  Location; Dupnisa 

Coordinates; 41 ° 50 '26.5 "N - 27 ° 33' 19.7" E 

Definition: It is situated in a forested land about 6 km south of Sarpdere Village in Demirköy 

District. It is about 50 km north east of Kırklareli.  

Protected Potantial; 2nd Degree archeological protected area and 2nd Degree natural protected 

area 

Degree of Conservation; 2nd Degree archeological protected area and 2nd Degree natural 

protected area 

Hazards; The mining operations that exist in the vicinity of the cave and are requested to be 

opened. 

Present Situation; The Dupnisa Cave, which consists of two separate caverns, dry and watery, 

was registered as a Natural Site with the decision of the Edirne Preservation Board for the 

natural values it possesses. 
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Touristic Potential; It was used as a living space in antiquity. It is known as the place where the 

clergy especially hid in the early Christian period and at the same time preserves its natural 

structure. Therefore it is known as one of the most important caves. The watery cave accepts 

visitors from May 15 to November 15, while the dry cave is open all year. The watery cave is 

a natural habitat where about 60 thousand Bats live in 16 different species in other periods. The 

cave consisting of 2 thousand 720 meters, the 500 meter of it is open to visit. The number of 

visitors increasing every year is about 70 thousand according to the data of last year. In the 

spring and summer months, it is one of the most important promenade area. A wide range of 

facilities, including quality food and beverage services, can be offered at the destination. In 

addition, activities  such as trekking, climbing or orienteering  activities can be taken to 

destination. Thus, it is considered that the existing tourist potential will be further increased.     

 

Hamdi Bey Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-104 

Period; Late Roman Period 

Location 

District; Demirkoy neighborhood  Village; Hamdibey Village  Location; Sefaköy  

Definition: The tumulus located in Sefaköy, about 4 km away from Hamdibey Village in a 

forest land. It has 5-6 m high and 11-12 m diameter. There is a treasure hut on it. It is 

estimated that belonging to the Late Roman period from the pottery fragments scattered which 

http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/orienteering
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is obtained from the excavated soil. The tumulus was destroyed by digging 1.5-2 m deep in 

the form of a channel in the north-south direction.  

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Treasure hunting and mining 

Present Situation; There is a pit of illicit digging on the tumulus. 

Touristic potential; If mining and illegal treasure hunting is blocked, it can be located within a 

tourist destination. 

 

 

 

 

 

İğneada Kasapçayırı Tumulus and Necropolis Area 

 

Type of Building; Tumulus (Necropolis Area) 

Inventory Number; 39-03-118 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; İğneada  Place; Kasapçayırı  

Definition: The tumulus located in 5,4 km north of village center in the forest land, has 3-4 m 

in height and 15-20 m in diameter. There is an illicit digging pit on the east-west axis at the top 

of the tumulus. However, as the grave chamber was not reached during the excavations, there 
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was no evidence of any ceramic fragments around it. In addition, it was determined that a large 

number of tombs were excavated and destroyed by treasure hunters around the tumulus, and 

thus the tumulus and its surroundings were registered as necropolis area with the determined 

coordinates. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters. 

Present Situation; There is an illicit digging pit about 1 m deep on the top of the tumulus and 

it is located in the pasture area. 

Touristic Potential; the rescue excavation should be done in order to prevent the destruction of 

the illegal excavations as soon as it is possible. It is very close to Igneada which is a very 

important region in terms of tourism. At the same time in the region; sea-sand-sun tourism 

and nature tourism, trekking, hunting and many other types of tourism are being done for 

many years. It can be located on an important archaeological destination route because it is 

close to other archaeological findings in Begendik village. 

Beğendik Mehmet Ağa Çayırı Necropolis Area 

 

 

Type of Building; Tumulus (Necropolis Area) 

Inventory Number; 39-03-122 

Period; Early Iron Age- A.C. 3rd century 

Location 
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District; Demirkoy neighborhood / village; Beğendik Village Location; Mehmet Aga Çayırı 

Location 

Definition: There are 6 tumulus-shaped tomb hills in the forest land in 4 km north-west of the 

village, ranging in height from 1.5 m to 2.5 m.  

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters. 

Present Situation; Many of the tomb peaks scattered over a wide area of the forest were 

excavated by the treasure hunters. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

touristic. At the same time in the region; sea-sand-sun tourism and nature tourism, trekking, 

hunting and many other types of tourism are being done for many years. Due to its proximity 

to other archaeological finds in the region, it can take place on an important archaeological 

route. The fact that it is one of the closest points to the border of Bulgaria can also be 

evaluated in terms of tourism. 

Sivriler 1 Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-124 

Period; Early Iron Age- A.C 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Sivriler Village  Location; Kırktepeler 

Coordinates: 41 ° 48 '53 "N - 27 ° 56' 03" E 
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Definition: The tumulus has 6-7 m in height and 30-35 m in diameter. It is located in the 

forest area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters and forestry activities 

Present Situation; There is an illicit digging pit 1,5 m deep on the top of the tumulus, also 

located in the wooded area. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

touristic. At the same time in the region; sea-sand-sun tourism and nature tourism, trekking, 

hunting and many other types of tourism are being done for many years. 

 

 

Sivriler 2 Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-125 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy   Village; Sivriler Village 

Coordinates: 41 ° 48 '55 "N - 27 ° 56' 06" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 6.8 km in the north-east of the village. It has 8-10 m in 

height and 45-50 m in diameter. It is located in the forest area. But it is destroyed. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters and forestry activities 

Present Situation; The tumulus was destroyed by digging with a work machine by the treasure 

hunter. As a result of the excavation, two-thirds of the tumulus was completely destroyed. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

tourism. However, due to the fact that a large part of it has been destroyed, it is difficult to be 

evaluated in terms of tourism. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sivriler 3 Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-126 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Sivriler Village 

Coordinates: 41 ° 48 '56 "N - 27 ° 56' 07"E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 6.7 km in the north-east of the village. It has 7-8 m high, 

30-35 m in diameter. It is located in the forest area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters and forestry activities 

Present Situation; On top of the tumulus there is a 1,5 m deep illicit digging pit. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

tourism. However, although a large part has not been destroyed, it can be included in touristic 

routes with an effective protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sivriler 4 Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-127 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Sivriler Village 

Coordinates: 41 ° 48 '55 "N - 27 ° 56' 09" E 
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Definition: The tumulus located in 6.7 km at the north-east of the village, has 7-8 m high, 35-

40 m in diameter. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters and forestry activities 

resent Situation; The tumulus is digged and destroyed by a work machine. Half of the tumulus 

has disappeared. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

tourism. However, a large part has been destroyed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sivriler Gürgen Way Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-03-129 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Sivriler Village  Location: Gürgen Way 

Definition: The tumulus located in 7-8 km north east of the village, has 7-8 m high and 25-30 

m in diameter. It is located in the forest area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; It's exposed to illegal treasure hunters and forestry activities 

Present Situation; The tumulus was digged and destroyed by the treasure hunter. There were 

fragments of pots with pointed bottoms from the excavations. 

Touristic Potential; It is very close to Igneada which is a very important region in terms of 

tourism. The tumulus is important because of the pottery pieces that come out of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

KOFÇAZ 

Tastepe Kocakaynak 1 Tumulusu 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-028 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Tastepe Village  Location: Kocakayaynak 

Definition: The tumulus located in 650 m north east of the village, has 2.5-3 m high, 10-12 m 

in diameter. It is used as pasture area 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure hunting excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; Tastepe village, which is 3 km away from Kofçaz and 29 km away from 

Kırklareli city center. Therefore, it is close to the attractiveness, amenities, activities and 

ancillaries. Tastepe village is a very rich area in terms of tumulus and dolmens. Therefore, 

tourists will be able to visit a large number of archaeological findings. 

 

 

 

 

Tastepe Kocakaynak 2 Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-029 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Tastepe Village  Location: Kocakayaynak 

Definition: The tumulus located at 600 m north east of the village, has 1.5-2 m high, 7-8 m in 

diameter. It is used as pasture area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 
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Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; Tastepe village, which is 3 km away from Kofçaz and 29 km away from 

Kırklareli city center. Therefore, it is close to the attractiveness, amenities, activities and 

ancillaries. Tastepe village is a very rich area in terms of tumulus and dolmens. Therefore, 

tourists will be able to visit a large number of archaeological findings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kocatarla Onbaşı Bayırı tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-018 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Kocatarla Village  Location: Kocabayır 

Island: 101 Parcel: 404 

Definition: The tumulus located in 3.3 km east of the village, has 1.5-2 m high, 8-10 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural field. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; There are traces of illicit digging covered with plants on top. There are 

many stones in the skirts that are estimated to belong to the grave structure. It is 11 km away 

from Kofçaz. It is important that it is close to the center. In addition, tourists will be able to 

visit a large number of archaeological findings. 

 

 

 

 

 

Şabanın höyükleri 2 tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-048 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Ahmetler village  Location: Şabanın mounds 

Island: 101 Parcel: 1498 

Definition: The tumulus located about 3.5 km south east of the village, has about 7-8 m high, 

30-35 m in diameter. The Şabanınhöyük 1 Tumulus is about 50 m away. The tumulus located 

in the south, on the forest land used as a pasture area. it is also registered as state treasury.  
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; There are various sized pits on the tumulus which has many trees on it. 

The tumulus is 11 km away from Kofcaz. It is important that it is close to the center. In 

addition, tourists will be able to visit a large number of archaeological findings. 

 

 

 

 

Ahlatlı balıkçı tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-054 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Ahlatlı Village  Location: Balıkçı Mevki 

Definition: The tumulus located 2.2 km north of the village, has 3-4 m high, 10-15 m in 

diameter. It is on the border line of Bulgaria. It crosses the road following the border line of 

Bulgaria. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus located directly above the border line of Bulgarian. It is well 

preserved. There is a border stone number 87 on the hill. Tourists will be able to visit a large 

number of archaeological findings. The first of these is the Ahlatlı Balıkçı Dolmen. Dolmen is 

about 200 meters away. 

 

 

 

 

No 72 border stone tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-059 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Karaabalar Village  Location: Border Stone 72 

Definition: The tumulus located at 4.7 km north of the village. It has a height of 0.5-1 m and a 

diameter of 5-6 m. It is on the border line of Bulgaria. Half of the tumulus is located on the 

Bulgarian side. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 
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Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus was destroyed during road work. There is a block stone at 10 

m west processed in 1.5 / 0.5 / 0.5 sized. Thanks to the other objects in this border, tourists 

will be able to visit a large number of archaeological finds. 

 

 

 

 

 

Beyci köyiçi tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-073 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Beyci Village  Location: Köyiçi  

Island: 110 Parcel: 530 

Definition: The tumulus located 450 m east of the village, has 3-4 m high, 10-12 m in 

diameter. It is used as pasture area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 
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Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus is well preserved because of the close to the village. Beyci is 

an old Bulgarian village and today it is a pomak village. Therefore, There is a common 

cultural background in the village. Common food culture and a common history are important 

for tourists to find something out of themselves. Moreover, since the village still protects its 

natural structure, it is always possible to find natural products. 

 

 

 

 

Karaabalar Haydutlu Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-087 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century. 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Karaabalar Village  Location: Haydutlu  

Parcel: 490 

Coordinates; 42 ° 04 '15 "N - 27 ° 16' 50" E 

Definition: The tumulus located at 2.8 km southwest of the village, has 6-7 m high and 25-30 

m in diameter. There are adult trees on the tumulus located in the forest land. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus is well preserved. In Karabalar village, there are two 

necropolis in the vicinity of south direction, where there are many grave tumuli in good or not 

good condition. There are also various dolmens and various tumuli, especially twin dolmens. 

Therefore, the region is very suitable for archaeological park construction. It is also possible 

to find natural products in the village, which is famous with its honey. 

 

 

 

Karaabalar Molla İbrahim Korusu Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-088 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Karaabalar Village  Location: Molla İbrahim Korusu Mevki 

Coordinates; 42 ° 04 '14 "N - 27 ° 16' 50" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 2.5 km south-west of the village, has 5-6 m high and 25-30 

m in diameter. There are adult trees on the tumulus located in the forest land. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 
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Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus is well preserved. In Karaabalar village, there are two 

necropolis in the vicinity of south direction, where there are many grave tumuli in good or not 

good condition. There are also various dolmens and various tumuli, especially twin dolmens. 

Therefore, the region is very suitable for archaeological park construction. It is also possible 

to find natural products in the village, which is famous with its honey. 

 

 

 

 

Karaabalar Hoyuk Cemetery Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-04-090 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Karaabalar Village  Location: Köyiçi Location 

Parcel: 391 

Coordinates; 42 ° 04 '15 "N - 27 ° 16' 15" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in the old cemetery area known as Köyiçi Hoyuk Cemetery, 

has 2-2,5 m high, 15-20 m in diameter. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; There are menhir (standing stone) style tombstones between 50 cm and 

1.5 m in length. The tumulus is well preserved because of it is in the village. In Karaabalar 

village, there are two necropolis in the vicinity of south direction, where there are many grave 

tumuli in good or not good condition. There are also various dolmens and various tumuli, 

especially twin dolmens. Therefore, the region is very suitable for archaeological park 

construction. It is also possible to find natural products in the village, which is famous with its 

honey. 

 

 

PINARHİSAR 

 

Hacıfaklı Haydarbaba Tumulus 

 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-07-393 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village; Çayırdere Village  Location: Baba Location 

Coordinates; 41 ° 37 '28 "N - 27 ° 31' 25" E 
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Definition: The tumulus located in 450 m south of the village, has 3-4 m in height and 15-20 

m in diameter. There is Agricultural activities around it. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; It must be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Protected Area" and the 

border to protect should be determined. 

Touristic Potential; There are tomb stones in the form of menhirs in and around the tumulus 

which has been used as a burial area. On the west side, there are two menhir stones with a 

length of approximately 2.5 m. Therefore, tourists who come to the point will have visited 

both menhir and tumulus. Also Dupnisa Cave, one of the most famous tourism centers, is also 

about 40 km away. 

 

Bağlar Tumulus 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-07-538 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village; Center  Location: Bağlar Location 

Coordinates; 41 ° 35 '48 "N - 27 ° 31' 06" E 

Island; 168  Parcel; 51 

Definition: The tumulus is in 3,2 km south of the center and has a height of 5-6 m and a 

diameter of 30-35 m. There is Agricultural activities around it. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection limit and prevention of agricultural use around 

it. Monitoring by security units in the district and warning of field owners. 

Touristic Potential; On the southeast side of the tumulus lies a pit of illicit digging about 2 m 

deep. The tumulus area is narrowed by the surrounding area. Dupnisa Cave, one of the most 

famous tourism centers, is 40 km away. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pınaryolu Tumulus 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-07-537 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village; Center  Location: Pınaryolu Location 

Island; 143 Parcel; 52 

Coordinates; 41 ° 36 '07 "N - 27 ° 32' 59" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 3.6 km southeast of the town center, has 7-8 m high, 30-35 

m in diameter. There is Agricultural activities around it. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection limit and prevention of agricultural use around 

it. Monitoring by security units in the district and warning of field owners. 

Touristic Potential; On the southern side of the tumulus lies a pit of about 1,5 m in depth. The 

tumulus area is getting narrower due to the close ploughing (field). As soon as possible 

protection measures should be taken and people should be conscious. 

 

 

 

 

 

İslambeyli Tumulus 

 
Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-07-382 

Period; Rome 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village; İslambeyli  Location: Taşköprü Location 

Island; 143  Parcel; 52 

Coordinates; 41 ° 41 '00 "N - 27 ° 36' 56" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 1.2 km north east of the village, has 4-5 m in height and 

15-20 m in diameter. It is located in the field and agriculture is done around it. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection limit and prevention of agricultural use around 

it. Monitoring by security units in the district.  

Touristic Potential; There is a large illicit digging pit extending to the center from the east and 

smaller illicit digging pits on the south side. As soon as possible protection measures should 

be taken and people should be conscious. Thus it can take place on tourist routes. The 

distance to Dupnisa cave is about 35 km. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Akören Kara Hasan Tumulus 

 

 
Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-07-388 

Period; Hellenistic 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village; Akören  Location: Çatal Ağaç Location 

Island; 110 Parcel; 11 

Coordinates; 41 ° 42 '25 "N - 27 ° 33' 47" E 

Definition: The tumulus located in 0.6 km north of the village. It was excavated, the soil on it 

was taken to a great extent and the burial chamber was unearthed. It is located in the field and 

agriculture is done around it. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection limit and prevention of agricultural use around 

it. Monitoring by security units in the district.  

Tourism Potential; It is conical with 80x80x30 cm cutting stones. The burial chamber is 3-3,5 

m high and has a circular hole of about 80 cm at its top. The entrance to the burial chamber is 

provided on the easth side from a distance of about 50 cm in width and 1.5 m in height. A round 

tomb chamber was built, probably cut from rock and carved out of rock. A monument was 

emerged worth to see in the period is belong to. It is therefore a high-potential tourist attraction. 

 

 

 

VİZE 

 

Kıyıköy Vezirtepe E Tumulus  

 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-147 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Kıyıköy  Location: Vezirtepe 

Island; 357 Parcel; 1 
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Definition: It is located to the left of the road at the entrance of Kıyıköy Town. The tumulus 

on which the trees are located is about 4-5 m in height and 30-35 m in diameter. Traces of 

illegal treasure hunts are visible on it. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Likelihood of Zoning Status and illegal treasure excavations. 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site", to determine the 

protection borders, to prevent construction activities on it. 

Touristic Potential; On the west side there is an illicit digging about 1 m deep. The eastern side 

is dug in an earlier history. Kıyıköy is a holiday village with high tourist potential especially in 

spring and summer, where various types of tourism can be done. In addition, there are various 

rock tombs, tumuli and necropolis area and church remains close to the village. One of them is 

the Monastery of St. Nicholas. Fisheries are also famous in the village with fish restaurants. 

Antepe Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-405 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Düzova  Village Location: Hantepe 

Island; 135 Parcel; 83 
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Definition: The tumulus located in 2.3 km south of the village, has 10-12 m high, 45-50 m in 

diameter. Around it is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Degree of Conservation; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Forestry activities and illegal treasure digs 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural use 

Touristic Potential; The well preserved tumulus is worth to see by tourists. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kurutepe Tumulus 

 

 
 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-209 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Çakilli Location: Kurutepe 

Definition; The tumulus located in 3.3 km south-west of the Çakilli town, has 8-10 m high, 

45-50 m in diameter. It is located in the field and in agricultural area. 

Sit Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" to determine the 

protection borders and monitoring by the security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; There are many ceramic fragments around it. In the 50 m north-east of the 

shrubs, there is a stone cut in a size of 2.5x1x0.5 m under the ground. Therefore it is worth to 

see by tourists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evrenli Kaynarca Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-220 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Evrenli Village Location: Kaynarca 

Island; 141 Parcel; 5 

Coordinates; 41 ° 32 '06 "N - 27 ° 50' 05" E 
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Definition; The tumulus located in 1.8 km west of the village, has 7-8 m high, 30-40 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural use. 

Monitoring by security units in the district. 

Touristic Potential; There are illicit digging pits at a depth of about 1 mt in two places on the 

north side and more one at the top. Distance to the village is 7 km. Therefore, it is close to all 

facilities. Vize district is a region with very significant tourism potential. It is especially 

important that one of the member of Cittaslow. However, especially in the summer months 

for sea tourism, is very close to Kıyıköy. There are also various points for gastronomic 

tourism. Besides, it is a region with important tourism supplies for eco tourism, hunting and 

history and culture tourism with its monuments such as Little Hagia Sophia Church, Vize 

Castle, Trak Rock Tombs and Roman Antique Theater. Therefore, it has a high touristic 

potential. 

Okçular Hantepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-229 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize Village; Okçular Village Location: Hantepe 
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Coordinates; 41 ° 33 '17 "N - 27 ° 48' 53" E 

Island; 102 Parcel; 14 

Definition; The tumulus located in 1 km west of the village, has 6-7 m high, 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is located in the field and agriculture is done around it 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" to determine the 

protection borders and monitoring by the security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; There are many ceramic fragments around it. There are illicit digging pits 

on the east and west side on it. Because of it is 5 km away from the town, it has many 

facilities for the tourist attractions. 

 

Hergele Tepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-404 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize Village; Çövenli Village  Location: Hergele Hill 

Island; 123 Parcel; 2 

Definition; the tumulus located in 2.4 km south-east of the village, has 6-7 m high, 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" to determine the 

protection borders and monitoring by the security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; On the southeastern side there is an illicit digging pit about 1.5 m deep. 

Distance of the village to the district center is 12 km and so that touristic potential is high. 

There is also a cemetery where 2,5 m high stones are placed in the shape of a double menhir 

at a distance of 500 m to the village. 

 

 

 

 

Kovantepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-406 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Düzova Village Location: Kovantepe 

Coordinates; 41 ° 31 '26 "N - 27 ° 48' 53" E 

Island; 117 Parcel; 6 

Definition; The tumulus located in 3,100 km east of the village, has 8-9 m in height and 40-45 

m in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; Tumulus is Well preserved. It is expected to take advantage of the 

touristic potential because of 9 km away from the district. It is close to the Çiftliktepe 

Tumulus. 

 

 

 

 

Çiftliktepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-407 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Düzova Village  Location: Çiftliktepe 

Definition; The tumulus located in the agricultural area in 3.2 km south east of the village, has 

8-9 m in height and 35-40 m in diameter. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 
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Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; Tumulus is generally well preserved. It is expected to take advantage of 

the touristic potential because of 9 km away from the district. It is close to the Kovantepe 

Tumulus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Üçtepeler A Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-408-01 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Hasbuga Village  Location: Üçtepeler 

Island; 140 Parcel; 41 

Coordinates; 41 ° 30 '10 "N - 27 ° 43' 58" E 

Definition; The tumulus located in 1.6 km south of the village, has 7-8 m high and 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; Tumulus is generally well preserved. It is expected to take advantage of 

the touristic potential because of 5 km away from the district. 

 

 

 

 

 

Üçtepeler B Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-408-02 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Hasbuga Village  Location; Üçtepeler 

Coordinates; 41 ° 30 '11 "N - 27 ° 44' 02" E 

Island; 140 Parcel; 45 

Definition; The tumulus located in 1.6 km south of the village, has 6-7 m high and 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; Tumulus is generally well preserved. It is expected to take advantage of 

the touristic potential because of 5 km away from the district. There are 3 tumuli in the same 

area which are close to each other. 

 

 

 

 

Bağlartepesi Tumulus 

 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-409 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize     Village; Hasbuğa Village  Location; Bağlık 

Island; 129 Parcel; 21 

Definition; The tumulus located in 1 km east of the village, has 6-7 m high, 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; There is a trail of illegal excavation from the top of the tumulus to the 

north. But it is expected to take advantage of the touristic potential because of 5 km away 

from the district. There are 3 tumuli in the same area which are close to each other. 

 

 

 

 

Yarıktepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-410 

Period; Rome 

Location 

District; Vize     Village; Hasbuga Village  Location; Yarıktepe 

Island; 123 Parcel; 142 

Coordinates; 41 ° 33 '04 "N - 27 ° 46' 19" E 

Definition; The tumulus located in 1.7 km north east of the village, has 4-5 m high, 20-25 m 

in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 
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Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; There is an illegal excavation pit at the top about 1.5 m deep. A large 

amount of pottery is visible around it. But it is expected to take advantage of the touristic 

potential because of 5 km away from the district. There are 3 tumuli in the same area which 

are close to each other.  

 

 

 

Recotepe A Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-412 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize Village; Devlet District  Location; Şeyh Toprak 

Island; 109 Parcel; 72 

Coordinates; 41 ° 33 '02 "N - 27 ° 44' 07" E 
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Definition; The tumulus located at 3.8 km southwest of the town center, has 10-11 m high and 

40-45 m in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic potential; Tumulus is well preserved. It is expected to take advantage of the touristic 

potential because of 5 km away from the district. There are 3 tumuli in the same area which 

are close to each other. 

 

 

Çavuşköy (Müftü Koru) Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-417 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Devlet District  Location; Şeyh Toprak 

Island; 349 Parcel; 2 

Coordinates; 41 ° 34 '50 "N - 27 ° 44' 23" E 
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Definition; The tumulus, which is 2.2 km west of the center of the town, has 10-12 m high 

and 50-55 m in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; There is a cadastral stone on the hill. There is a small excavation pit on 

the hill and an illegal excavation pit about 2 mt deep on the eastern edge. There is a stone with 

four corners that may belong to the grave in the pit. 

 

 

Akıncılar Kocatepe Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-419 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century. 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Akıncılar Village  Location; Kocatepe 

Coordinates; 41 ° 27 '07 "N - 27 ° 39' 13" E 
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Definition; The tumulus located 1 km south east of the village is 8-10 m high, 45-50 m in 

diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Protection Status; 1st degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; The well-preserved tumulus has high tourist potential because of close to 

the center. Center has many activities and ancillaries in terms of tourism. 

 

 

 

 

Akıncılar Kurudere Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-422 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Akıncılar Village  Location; Kurudere 
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Definition; The tumulus located in 1.1 km east of the village, has 4-5 m high, 25-30 m in 

diameter. It is located in the field and agriculture is done around it. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" and to determine the 

protection border. Monitoring by security units in the district. 

Touristic Potential; On the south side there are pits of illicit digging. It is close to the center 

and center has many activities and ancillaries in terms of tourism. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kurttepe (Çöplüküstü) Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-428 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize   Location; Kurttepe-Göztepe South-Over the Trash 

Island; 269 Parcel; 45 
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Definition; The tumulus located in 3.2 km north east of the District Center, has 3-4 m in 

height and 25-30 m in diameter. It is located in a forest area 2-3 km south of Göztepe 

Tumulus. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" and to determine the 

protection border. Monitoring by security units in the district. 

Touristic potential; Covered with shrubs, there are pits of illicit diggings on the top and 

southwest. It is thought to be an important touristic potential when it is cleared and 

surrounded. It can be incorporated into a touristic route. It is a place with high tourism 

potential due to its location and proximity to the city. 

 

 

Buzağıdere A Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-429 

Period; Early Iron Age-A.C. 3rd century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Düzova  Location; Buzağıdere 

Island; 87 Parcel; 181 
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Definition; The tumulus located in 3.4 km southeast of the town center, has 10-11 m high and 

45-50 m in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; Determination of protection borders and prevention of agricultural usage. 

Monitoring by security units in the region. 

Touristic Potential; There is a small hut on the well-preserved tumulus. It can be included in a 

touristic route because of its proximity to the county and other archaeological findings in this 

area. 

 

 

 

 

Yarıktepe A Tümülüsü 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-431 

Period; A.C.1st century (Roman) 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Devlet District  Location; Büyüktepe 

Coordinates; 41 ° 33 '04 "K - 27 ° 46' 19" D 
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Island; 99 Parcel; 174 

Definition; The tumulus, which is 3,4 km south of the town center, is 9-10 m high and 50 m in 

diameter. It is located on the left of the Vize-Hasbuga road. (It is located to the south of 

Yarimtepe Tumulus.) It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" and to determine the 

protection border. Preventing of using for agricultural activities. Monitoring by security units 

in the district. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus was excavated extensively towards the east. It is one of the 

tumuli excavated in the region by Arif Müfit MANSEL. The excavated artifacts exhibited in 

the Istanbul Archeology Museum. Because of this importance, the tumulus should be included 

in a touristic route. the region also has various possibilities in terms of tourist attractions. 

 

Yarıktepe B Tumulus 

 

Type of Building; tumulus 

Inventory Number; 39-08-432 

Period; Rome 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Devlet District  Location; Espit Over Road 

Coordinates; 41 ° 32 '41 "K - 27 ° 45' 40" D 
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Island; 95 parcel; 4 

Definition; It located in 2.4 km south of the town center, the tumulus is 6-7 m in height and 

55-60 m in diameter. It is used as an agricultural area. 

Protected Potential; 1. Degree archeological protected area 

Hazards; Agricultural activities and illegal treasure excavations 

Present Situation; To be registered as "1st Degree Archaeological Site" to determine the 

protection borders. Preventing of agricultural activities and monitoring by the security units in 

the region. 

Touristic Potential; The tumulus was excavated extensively by the east, the middle part was 

completely emptied and its form was destroyed. Tumulus has been excavated by Arif Müfit 

MANSEL. It lies approximately 700-800 m north of the Vize A Tumulus. The tumulus should 

be included in a touristic route because it has a great importance and there are some other tumuli 

around it. Also the region tumulus located has a very big tourism potential because of proximity 

to Cittaslow Vize.   

 

Dolmens (Megaliths) 

 

Center   

 

Kula Karayokuş Dolmen 

 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-034 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 
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Location 

District; Center Village; Geçitağzı Village Location: Haytanın Bayırı 

Island; 107 Parcel; 95 

Definition: The Dolmen is one-roomed and the upper stones have disappeared. Side stones are 

standing. There is a soul hole in the front stone. 

Touristic Potential; It is 20 km away from center. The proximity ensures infrastructure 

possibilities. There are entrepreneurs who have farms and interested in farm tourism in Kula 

village. It is also possible to watch nature scenes, beautiful streams and waterfalls on the way 

to Kirklareli from the village. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geçitağzı Kapakkaya Dolmen 

 

 
 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-269 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Center Village; Geçitağzı Village Location: Kapakkaya (Klübeler) 

Island; 112 Parcel; 6 
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Definition: There is an illegal excavation in it. There are many bones on the overthrown 

dramos stone, which are estimated to have come from the grave. The soul-hole in the stone 

south side is square-shaped. 

Touristic Potential; It is located in the pasture area, in 3.8 km southwest of the village. It has 

one room. There are all stones in Dramos part except for one stone. Therefore the finding is in 

good condition. It is 20 km away from center. The proximity ensures infrastructure 

possibilities. There are entrepreneurs who have farms and interested in farm tourism in Kula 

village. It is also possible to watch nature scenes, beautiful streams and waterfalls on the way 

to Kirklareli from the village. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geçitağzı Alayçaşme Dolmen 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-275 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Geçitağzı Village Location: Haytanın Bayırı 

Island; 107 Parcel; 95 
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Definition: There is an illegal excavation in it. There are many bones on the overthrown 

dramos stone, which are estimated to have come from the grave. The soul-hole in the stone 

south side is square-shaped. 

Touristic Potential; It is in 1.7 km east of the village, in the forest area. It is mostly destroyed. 

It has no upper stones. And side stones can also be seen partly. Although it is close both to the 

village and to the center, it is thought that it does not have the tourism potential due to the 

destruction it has. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ahmetçe Kapaklı Ayazma Dolmen 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-451 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Central Village; Ahmetçe Village Location: Dışbudak Stream 

Island; 107 Parcel; 95 
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Definition: Illicit digging was carried out by the treasure hunters. 

Touristic Potential; It is located in 3.8 km north of the village. It has one room. It is on a hill 

covered with shrubs in the field of agriculture. There are no right and front stones in the dramos 

(entrance to the grave) section of dolmen. Other stones are in a good condition. It is very close 

to the village center. 

There are also boutique hotels and wine houses in the village, and there are wines produced and 

sold in and out of the country. The vast vineyards are located in the region that it is famous as 

one of the destination on the vineyard route. 

 

 

Erikler Çayırlı Yolu (Kapaklıkaya) Dolmen 

 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-455 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Erikler Village  Location: Taşlık 

Island; 158 Parcel; 36 

Definition: It is located in 4.3 km north-west of the village. Illegal digging was carried out in 

it by the treasure hunters. 

Touristic Potential; It has two rooms. The dramos section (entrance to the grave) of dolmen, 

located in the pasture area, is missing a stone on the southern and northeastern sides. There is 

a soul hole in the middle stone that separates in two sections of grave. Two rooms are covered 

with two separate stones. The village is very close to the center. Therefor it can easily be 

included in tourist activities and routes. 
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Çeşmeköy Aktaş Dolmen 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-548 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Central Village; Çeşmeköy Location: Aktaş - Vaysal Dere Göleti 

Parcel; A26 

Definition: Dolmen has two rooms. All stones except the stone on the western side in the 

Dramos section are in good condition. In the south side, there are two pieces of stone on the 

right and left, instead of the soul hole. dramos stones are also appeared after the excavations. 

Touristic Potential; It is located in 3,7 km west of the village. It has two rooms. It is 

surrounded by pine trees and shrubs. Although the inside is dug, it can be included in the 

routes and become a place in the Kırklareli-Edirne line. 

 

Çeşmeköy Kapaklıkaya Dolmen 
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Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-01-547 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Central Village; Çeşmeköy Location: Kamber Tepe  

Island; 101 Parcel; 990 

Definition: It is located in 4,5 km nortwest of the village. It is in a forest land. Dolmen has 

two rooms. The Dramos section does not have the right stones, the front room side stones and 

the upper stones. Other stones are in good condition. There is a rectangular soul hole, both in 

the front stone of south facing and  in the intermediate stone that divides the burial chamber in 

two. 

Touristic Potential; The dolmen with two rooms has been destroyed. It is in the pasture area 

surrounded by trees and shrubs. Although the inside is dug, it can be included in the routes and 

become a place in the Kırklareli-Edirne line. However, Çeşmeköy Aktaş is close to this dolmen. 
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Tahir Ağanın Çiftliği Dolmen 

 

 
 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-03-098 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Demirkoy  Village; Orhaniye  Location: Dolapdere 

Island; 304 Parcel; 2 

Definition: It is licated in 1,7 northwest of town center. The one-room dolmen has three side 

stones on the top cover stone and a natural rock on one side. There is no soul hole and dramos 

section. 

Tourism Potential; It is in the courtyard of a house that is privately owned. Together with the 

environment, tourism can be attractive. It is located in the same region with the famous 

Longoz forests. There are many kinds of ecotourism activities and gastronomic points in the 

region. Local markets are established in Sislioba and Hamdibey villages and package tours 

are organized by travel agencies. It is also very close to İğneada, a holiday town. It is possible 

to increase touristic potential by including in the same route with other tumuli determined in 

the region. 
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Yeni Mahalle Dolmen 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-004 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz Village; Yeni Mahalle Location: Tatar Yokuşu 

Island; 110 Parcel; 12-16 

Definition: It is located in 2.8 km south-west of the district center.The one-room dolmen is 

missing the dramos section stones, the remaining stones are in good condition. The upper part 

of the eastern stone is broken. 

Touristic Potential: It's a one-room dolmen. It is in the agricultural area. The monumental 

tomb, which is in a very good condition, is located in Kofçaz province, 30 km away from 

Kirklareli. The presence of other monumental tombs and tumuli in this area is important to 

increase tourism potential of the region. 
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Mercan Baba Dolmen 

 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-014 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Topçular Location: Mercan Baba 

Island; 101 Parcel; 655 

Definition: There are graves belonging to the later period around dolmen which is 2.6 km 

southwest of the village. 

Tourism Potential; It is one of the examples of dolmen (Covered Rock) samples which were 

used in the years of 1200-800 BC, Early Iron Age. There is a space in the dolmen chamber. 

because the block stone that made up the southern ceiling was broken. The gates are covered 

with a large block stone over the border stones. There is a window in the pan (sole hole). There 

is a Mercan Baba Mausoleum which is visited frequently. In this respect, it is relatively 

protected against destruction. The monumental tomb, which is in a very good condition, is 

located in Kofçaz province, which is about 30 km away from Kirklareli. The presence of other 

monumental tombs and tumuli in this area is important to increase tourism potential of the 

region. There is also a high-commemoration ceremony in the village once a year (June), which 

is an important Bektashi tradition. Therefore, it has an appreciable potential in terms of tourism. 
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Tastepe Kavakdere Dolmen 

 

 
 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-014 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz neighborhood / village; Tastepe Village Location: Kapakkaya Mevki 

Island; Plot 137; 20 

Definition: It is located in the south-north direction. It is located in 800 m south-west of the 

village. There is the dramos on the south side  section. 

Touristic Potential; It has 2 rooms and in a very good condition. It is surrounded by trees and 

shrubs. There are farming areas around. It is considered to be an important tourist destination 

because of its good location. Tastepe Cemetery Dolmen, Tastepe Deliklitaş Dolmen, Tastepe 

Yılanlıpınar Dolmen, Tastepe Koru Dolmen located in the vicinity are approximately 800m-1 

km away. Therefore, it can be evaluated together with other dolmen and tumuli and it can be 

turned into an important tourist product by establishing an archeological park. Thus, the tourist 

potential is also significantly increased. 
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Ahmetler Höyükler Bayırı Dolmen 

 

 
 

 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-042 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Ahmetler Village  Location: Kurtbayırı  

Island; 101 Parcel ; 499 

Definition: There is a soul hole in the stone on the south side. he stone on the west side of the 

Dramos section is missing. The stone on the north side is turned down to the inside. 

Touristic Potential; It is located in 1.7 km south east of the village. It has one room. It is in the 

pasture area. Ahmetler village is 12 km to Kofçaz district. It is therefore close to modern 

facilities. With other dolmens near Ahmetler village, it can become a touristic route worth 

visiting if it is located on the same route. 
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Ahmetler Kapakkaya 1 Dolmen 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-042 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Ahmetler Village Location: Mezarlık Sırtı (Cemetery Ridge) 

Island; 101  Parcel; 383 

Definition: It is located in 1.7 km east of the village. It consists of three parts in the south-north 

direction. The sections are formed with flat large rocks and covered with block stones again. 

Touristic Potential; It has three rooms. It is in the pasture area. Ahmetler village is 12 km to 

Kofçaz district. It is therefore close to modern facilities. With other dolmens near Ahmetler 

village, it can become a touristic route worth visiting if it is located on the same route. 
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Ahlatlı Balıkçı Dolmen 

 

 
 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-053 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Ahlatlı Village Location: Balıkçı Mevki 

Island; 101 Parcel; 151 

Definition: It is in 1,9 km north of the village. The one-room dolmen has a dramos section on 

the south side with 2 flat rocks and there is a stone soul hole on south-facing. On the inside of 

the northern stone there is a hollow in the line of the soul hole. 

Touristic Potential; It's one room. The dolmen, which is in the woodland, is well preserved. 

Therefore, it is thought to have an important tourist potential. It can be converted into an 

archeological park with various dolmens and menhirs around it. Ahlatlı village is 24 km away 

from Kofçaz district. The village still preserves its naturalness and is suitable to be considered 

as a touristic destination both in terms of village tourism, local and natural tastes, and dolmen 

and menhirs with archaeological preservation. 
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Karaabalar İkizce Dolmen 

 

 
 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-061 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz  Village; Karaabalar Village Location: İkizce 

Definition: It is located in 1.5 km south of the village. The one-room dolmen has all the stones. 

On the south side there is a dramos section with two rocks side by side and a soul hole in the 

south facing stone. There is more one dolmen remains in the case of scattered side stones 

missing the upper stones about 4 m east. 

Touristic Potential; There are two dolmens next to 4 m. One is one-roomed and the other is 

scattered. It is suitable to be regarded as a touristic destination in terms of dolmen and menhirs 

with archaeological preserve located at a close distance. 

 

Malkoçlar Deliklitaş 1 Dolmen 
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Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-070 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz Village; Malkoçlar Village  Location: Delikli Taş 

Island; 101 Parcel; 222 

Definition: It is located in 2.5 km north east of the village. There is no upper stone of the 

dolmen which is thought to be one-roomed. Three side stones are lying on their sides. A soul 

hole can be seen in the stone on the south side. 

Touristic Potential; The dolmen is scattered. It is at the bottom of a large oak tree in the field. 

Malkoçlar village is one of the villages closest to Bulgaria border. Therefore, a customs gate is 

long on the agenda. It is important from the touristic point of view that archaeological findings 

in this area are included in an archaeological route. There is also a dolmen nearby. 
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Malkoçlar Deliklitaş 2 Dolmen 

 

 

Type of Building; Dolmen 

Inventory Number; 39-04-071 

Period; B.C. 1200-800 

Location 

District; Kofcaz Village; Malkoçlar Location: Yemişken Tower 

Island; 101 Parcel ; 11 

Definition: The village is located 3 km north east of the village. The upper stones of Dolmen 

are overturned and the side stones are tilted. There are angular soul holes in the southern and 

middle stone. 

Touristic Potential; Dolmen has two rooms. It is located in the wooded area in the bushes. 

Malkoçlar village is one of the villages closest to Bulgaria border. Therefore, a customs gate is 

long on the agenda. It is important from the touristic point of view that archaeological findings 

in this area are included in an archaeological route. There is also a dolmen about 200 m away. 

 

 

Menhirs 

 

It can be explained that, a prehistoric monument consisting of an upright monumental stone, 

left rough or sometimes partly shaped, and either standing alone or grouped with others. 
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Erikler Old Cemetery Menhirs 

 

Type of Building; Cemetery 

Inventory Number; 39-01-474 

Period; Early Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Erikler Location: Arpalı Kaya Mevki 

Island; 25 Parcel; 5 

Definition: It is located in the right of the Erikler-Kırklareli road, in 1,3 km south of the village 

center. It is composed of two stones planted in the form of head and foot stones at a height of 

approximately 2,5 mt. 

Touristic Potential; The grave stones on the roadside were removed and stitched to their places. 

Because of the proximity of the village to the province center, it is very important to take the 

menhirs into the route which are rare in the region. Thus, it can be located in the same route as 

other archaeological findings such as mounds, tumuli and dolmens, and can also be combined 

with different touristic products. It has high touristic potential because it is very close to 

physical facilities and ancillaries such as accommodation, eating and drinking. 
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Höyük Baba Menhirs 

 

Type of Building; Cemetery 

Inventory Number; 39-04-069 

Period; Early Iron Age 

Location 

District; Kofcaz neighborhood / village; Malkoçlar Köyü Location: Höyükler Yanı 

Island; 119 Parcel; 1 

Definition: Megalithic (large stone) is a monumental tomb stones. They also have many 

different types, such as the obelisk (menhir), the mystic and the tomb chambers. 

Touristic Potential; The menhirs are about 2 m in length and 4 m in length, they are planted in 

the form of feet and headstone. The stone on the north side is thinner and cylindrical and the 

south side is more flat. The Malkoçlar village had previously been mentioned in terms of its 

position. It is also possible to mention three closely related megaliths when considering the 

closeness to other dolmens. Therefore, it is advisable to construct a small archeological park 

in this area. 
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İslambeyli Menhirs  

 

Type of Building; Cemetery 

Inventory Number; 39-07-383 

Period; Iron Age 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar neighborhood / village; İslambeyli Village Location: Above the Cemetery 

Parcel; 474 

Definition: There are two menhirs, roughly carved from cobblestone with a 2.5 m high and 

planted in the shape of a foot and head stone. It has a wall which is rectangular with 1 m high 

and plastered with cement mortar. 

Touristic Potential; It is in 500 m north of the village, there are two menhir stones planted in 

the form of head and foot stones on the right of the Yenice road. The location is close to the 

most important tourist areas like Yenice, İğneada and Demirköy. The proximity to the village 

also supply physical facilities, infrastructure and transportation opportunities. Yenice village is 

especially important in terms of meat and meat products. There are also natural sugar beet 

molasses around it. This is an important destination where local foods are found. In addition to 

alternative tourism activities such as ecotourism, trekking and photography, it is also 50 km 

away from İğneada which is a resort. 
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Rock Tombs 

Üsküp Balaban Rock Carving Tomb 

 

Type of Building; Cemetery 

Inventory Number; 39-01-357 

Period; Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central  Village; Üsküp  Location: Hacıoğlu Korusu (Grove) 

Parcel; 5200 

Definition: The rock tomb at the edge of stream was carved into a low natural rock. Inside the 

one-roomed rock tomb, it is entered with a circular opening in the eastern part. Inside the grave 

chamber, there is only a kline on the left. Since the grave was thought to have been destroyed 

in different periods, no skeleton and dead gifts were found. It is considered that a dead burial 

has been burned and carried out ashes into the rock tomb. Above the rock tomb, there are 7-8 

hollows in 10-30 cm depth, which are circular and connected to each other by small channels, 

thought to be used as altar space. On the inside of the rock tomb, in the middle, there is a small 

illegal excavation pit. Moreover, a tomb on the left side of the rock tomb was found, with a 

diameter of about 1.5 m and a depth of 9 - 10 m. This tomb is called "Perelik Taş" by local 

people. Due to the structural characteristics of the rock tomb it is thought that belong to the Iron 

Age. 

Touristic Potential; The cemetery has an important archaeological and touristic attractiveness. 

It also has important infrastructure and superstructure possibilities due to its proximity to the 

city center. Therefore, it is evaluated in terms of touristic destination. 
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Üsküp Hacıoğlu Grove Cemetery Area 

 

Type of Building; Cemetery 

Inventory Number; 39-01-359 

Period; Iron Age 

Location 

District; Central District / Village; Skopje Location: Hacıoğlu Korusu 

Islands; 0 Plot; 4526 

Definition: A tumulus, a tomb carved underground grave, and several rock tombs on the surface 

have been identified in the cemetery area, which is about 500 m to the west of the rock tomb at 

the edge of the stream. The original structure of the small tumulus, which is 14 to 15 meters in 

diameter, has been destroyed by illegal excavations. However, it is thought that there is no 

destruction in the burial chamber yet. It is observed that the underground tomb carved in the 

cemetery area is covered with massive soil same as Tumulus. However, over time, and when 

the entrance was opened with illegal excavations, the soil was spread around. The mentioned 

underground grave is entered by three-step ladder to the south entrance. However, the stair steps 

were partially destroyed during fugitive excavations. The one-roomed rock tomb has a 

rectangular entrance. There is an illicit dig in the burial chamber. However, it is not possible to 

determine the extent of this illegal excavation pit because of its danger. In the cemetery, there 

are also grave structures formed by placing several longitudinal rocks side by side. But the 
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period of grave structures can not be determined exactly. The exact period can be determined 

with the data after the scientific excavation. 

Touristic Potential; The cemetery has an important archaeological and touristic attractiveness. 

It also has important infrastructure and superstructure possibilities due to its proximity to the 

city center. Therefore, it is evaluated in terms of touristic destination with the other archaeologic 

findings. 

 

Mounds 

Definition of Mound; 

 

Surveys have been carried out in many mounds such as Tilkiburnu, Helvacı Şaban and 

Koyunbaba as well as Kırklareli Aşağıpınar and Kanlıgeçit settlements are still going on 

excavation. In addition to plain settlement areas, there are traces of settlements dating back to 

prehistoric times in various caverns. The most important of these is the Bedre Cave near the 

village of Kayali, which is connected to the central district of Kırklareli. 

The first city of Thrace is called Kanlıgeçit (3200-2050 BC), about 300 meters south of the city. 

Babaeski-Kırklareli railroad pass through the settlement. Kanlıgeçit, dating to the 3rd Bronze, 

Early Bronze Age, is the oldest urban settlement unit known in the Balkans and It is also the 

only Early Bronze Age Anatolia Colony settlement in Thrace. The settlement consists of an 

inner castle surrounded by a wall and a residential area spread over a wide area. The excavations 

started in 1994 in Kanlıgeçit were concluded in 2009 and the inner castle part was restored in 

the same year and it was organized as an open air museum. 
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The settlement, which started in Kanlıgeçit in 3200 BC, continued its existence as a large 

wooden village with wooden architecture until 2400 BC, as it is in other parts of Thrace and 

the Balkans. It is seen that the settlement has been completely restructured and for the first time 

it has been influenced by the Anatolian cultures. 

 

Aşağıpınar Village 

 

 

The earliest farmer village settlement in Thrace has many clues about the spread of civilizations 

from Anatolia to Europe. Beginning in Anatolia in 10,000 BC, the settled life of the farmer 

reached Trakya in 6400 BC and then spread to Europe. The settlement obtained in Aşağı Pınar 

contains the first traces of European Civilization. Archaeologists who found that the vast 

majority of the structures were timber, stated that because of using timber, the remains were 

less and not preserved. Therefore, in order to reflect the collection of this settlement, which has 

a very large preface in terms of the understanding of the history of European civilization, a 
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different exhibition scheme has been made in the form of modeling. The area is designed as an 

open air museum and the excavated artifacts are exhibited in the structures modeled according 

to the original. In the exhibition units consisting of three different areas, building models, had 

a fire. layered neolithic house, mannequins, architectural items and similar elements reflecting 

the period.  

There are two very important mounds in the Vize city center. There is some evidence that the 

Çömlektepe Mound was used from the beginning of the Bronze Age until the end of the Roman 

period. During the excavations, a Roman theater was built and many precious works were 

brought together. Vize Mound, also known as the Vize Castle in the ancient settlement area, 

which remained from the Roman period remains remarkable. It is also suggested by researchers 

that Karakoçaktepe, located about 3 km north of Vize, is also a prehistoric settlement area. It is 

known that there are many ancient settlements in Vize city and its around. 

 

Monasteries; (Middle Age) 

Asma Kaya Cave Monastery 

 

Type of Building; The church 

Inventory Number; 39-08-440 

Period; Late Rome 

Location 
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District; Vize  Location: Asmakayalar 

Island; 269 Parcel; 45 

Coordinates: 41°35'11.7"N 27°46'29.2"E 

Definition: It is located 1650 meters north east of the town center, in Asma Kaya Mevki is a 

rocky formation. In this valley, natural and artificial carved places (houses, churches), terracotta 

water pipes, amorphous ceramic pieces are located. The area was probably used in Late Roman 

and Early Byzantine periods. 

Present Situation; There are three different churches in this area. The middle church is the 

largest one. It is approximately 10x6 m, the ceiling height is around 5 m. There is also a carved 

rocky section on the upper right side of the apse. This room has a ladder carved out of the wall 

approximately 2x2 m in size. The top of the ladder has been destroyed. There are niche shaped 

rooms in the western part of the narthex. In the southern part of the northern church there are 

three smaller spaces that lie side by side. The southern church is the smallest one and has been 

destroyed less than the other two churches. There are cross motifs engraved on the ceiling and 

apse part.     

Touristic Potential; They are located in Vize Asmakaya location, belong to Late Roman Early 

Byzantine Period works. Taking advantage of a series of natural caves, the stone masters have 

shaped them. The presence of rock tombs bearing similar characteristics in the immediate 

vicinity is also striking. Considering the natural tourism resources that Vize  district has, the 

archaeological object has a very important in terms of tourist potential. 

 

 

Aya Nikola Monastery 
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Type of Building; The church 

Inventory Number; 39-08-151 

Period; Early Byzantine 6th century (Middle Age) 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Kıyıköy  Location: Central 

Island; 323 Parcel; 1 

Coordinates; 41 ° 38 '04 "1" N - 28 ° 04' 57.5 "E 
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Definition: The monastery has been formed from three parts that are completely carved into the 

rock mass. One of them is a big church. On the rear, there are two consecutive spaces adjoining 

a chalice and a church narthex. The narthex part of the church reaches up to a hill in a long 

corridor. The middle section of the narthex is diagonally shaped, and the sides of the narthex 

are composed of three sections covered by a barrel vault. The right wall is embellished with 

arches and embroideries, and various reliefs are embroidered between them. The domed section 

in the middle is passed to naos with a lenticular door with a square window on top. The naos is 

covered with a vaulted and two naves are separated by three planes with a square plan. The 

ikonostasis, which separates the bema (a step) from the naos, was also carved from the rock. It 

is understood that there is a large arch in the middle and a window on the right. The narrow 

naves on both sides are covered with a tunnel (cradle) vault. Ayazma is a square plant with a 

triple clover plan. 

Present Situation; In particular, some rocks on the inner part of the structure are seen as a result 

of illegal digging. Also, on the walls, the writings that people write and the things they dig out 

cause great damage to the structure. Restoration work continues with the IPA border project 

conducted by Kırklareli Provincial Culture and Tourism Directorate. In addition, the 

surroundings of the building are being organized and lighting work is continuing. 

Touristic Potential; It is on the southern slope on the way to Papuçdere and 700 meters to the 

town. It is one of the best examples of rock monasteries belong to the Byzantine Period (6-9th 

century). There are sections dedicated to the monks at the top, churches on the ground floor, 

and ayazma is below. There are cells in stages by carving rocks. On the north side, the stairs go 

down to ayazma. Considering the tourist resources that Kıyıköy has and the features of the 

monastery, it has a great potential as a tourism center. It is expected that the number of visitors 

will increase to 2 times after the end of the restoration work. 

 

Castles (Trak-Roman-Byzantine) 

 

Çingene Castle 
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Type of Building; Castle Ruins 

Inventory Number; 39-08-132 

Period; Late Iron Age (Trak) – Middle Age 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Kızılağaç  Location: Korualtı (under Grave) 

Island; 102 Parcel; 304 

Coordinates: 41°42'38.4"N 27°49'34.2"E 

Definition: The castle ruins are located on a dominant hill, 4,8 km west of Kızılağaç Village, in 

a wooded area. It has a very angular circular plan. The walls were made from rough sculpture 

and blackstone masonry. No mortar was used in the wall bracket, wall surfaces were treated 

with smoothly worked stone, and the inner filler was treated with irregularly stones 

Present Situation; It has disappeared to a great extent, and wall remains are visible in the form 

of stone piles on the floor. It is seen that the wall remains on the east side are built in the form 

of double row, inner castle and outer castle.  

Touristic Potential; There are many remains in the same area. The priest's farm, the necropolis 

area, tumuli are some of them. Also a very important nature resource like hell waterfalls is very 

close here. Kastro is suitable for sea and camping and is about 30 km away. 

 

Kıyıköy (Midye) Castle 
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Type of Building; Castle Ruins 

Inventory Number; 39-08-150 

Period; 6th century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Kıyıköy  Location: Central 

Island; 269 Parcel; 45 

Coordinates: 41°38'01.2"N 28°05'33.5"E 

Definition: The castle, located in the center of Kıyıköy, was first built in the 6th century and 

has an area extending to the sea between Kazandere in the south and Pabuçdere in the north. 

Nowadays, there are two main entrance gates with western fortification walls. During the 9th 

and 10th centuries, the fortifications were repaired. 

Present Situation; A large part of the walls are neglected and ruined.  

Touristic Potential; Some of the walls were repaired, and the walls are about 10-12 m high. The 

thickness of the walls is 2.5 meters. Fortification walls were built of cut stone, brick and rubble 

stone. It is still standing. Therefore it is worth to see. Also Kıyıköy has many touristic resources, 

attractions and amenities such as accomodation, nature and sea, sand, sun.  

 

Kıyıköy Castle Port Gate 
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Type of Building; Castle Statement 

Inventory Number; 39-08-200 

Period; Byzantine 6th century 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Kıyıköy  Location: Harbor 

Island; 200 Parcel; 18 

Coordinates: 41°37'59.3"N 28°05'53.5"E 

Definition: It is a gate that opens to the port in the southeast part of the castle walls surrounding 

the center of the town. 

Present Situation; There is a passage in the southeast part of the fortress walls. This passage is 

covered with a vault that is built with lime mortar brick. It is shaped like a stair carved into 

natural rock. The maximum diameter is 2.5 m and the height is 3.5 m. 

Touristic Potential; When considering the natural tourism resources that Kıyıköy has, the 

finding has a very important touristic potential. 

 

Vize Castle 
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Type of Building; Castle Statement 

Inventory Number; 39-08-485 

Period; Trak-Roman-Byzantine 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Castle District  Location: Çamlıktepe 

Island; 122 Parcel; 6 

Coordinates: 41 ° 34 '38.6 "N - 27 ° 46' 04.4" E 

Definition: There are very few today's castle walls. The ramparts in the south direction are about 

3-4 m high and made of large stone blocks. Two bastions are seen, one behind the northwest 

corner of the hammam building and the other 30 m north-west. In the south, the pentagram is 5 

m high and there is a loophole window on the front side. The rectangular bush in the north 

measures 5.7x4.47 m, 6 m high. There is also a loophole on this sign. A little further ahead, 

there is a well preserved fortification wall of 37.6 m in length. The height of this wall is 5 m 

and its thickness is 2.1 m, 1.5 m. The walls are made of stone blocks 1.53x0.4 m or 1.47x0.6 m 

in size. A round bastion has partially destroyed in the northwest side of the road. The diameter 

is 4 meters and the thickness of the walls is 1.7 meters. There is one door that opens to the front 

and rear sides of the bastion. The door to the street has completely destroyed. The walls turn 

eastward from the opposite side of the bastion. In the first 40 meters you can not see anything 

on the land. After that, a fortress of 18 m length, then a bastion remains and a ruin in the far 
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east are visible. After this last wall fortress, the castle walls completely disappeared. Today, 

there is a round arched entrance in the southeast of the bastions. In the north-west of the door,  

leaf motif belong to the Roman period was used as a frieze recapture. There are two bastions 

on the south-west and north side of this door that half of them is destroyed. In the east of the 

bastion walls are continuing and there are destroyed blocks. On the eastern side of this bastion 

there is a wall about 18 m long at a distance of about 40 m. There are 41 m long walls which 

continue to the east-west direction. They destroyed partially. The western fortification wall has 

suffered great damage due to construction.  

Present Situation; Walls have been destroyed in large scale due to the way of construction of 

building and roads. There are numerous illicit diggings in and around the castle. 

Touristic Potential; The road leading to the castle from the center was arranged as a tourist 

attraction center with various projects. There are many attractions and ancillaries such as 

restaurants, local foods and local shopping facilitiez. The city has many possibilities in term 

of tourism and before mentione it is a cittaslow city. It is very easy to travel and to see. 

Therefore, it is important to take place on an organized route of archaeological findins. 

Pazarlı Village Ancient Waterways, Necropolis Area, Cult Area
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Type of Building; Necropolis, cult area 

Inventory Number; 39-08-247 

Period; Iron Age - Roman-Byzantine 

Location 

District; Vize  Village; Pazarlı Village  Location: Ayazma 
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Island; 0  parcel; 141-142 

Coordinates: 41°36'40.6"N 27°42'17.2"E 

Definition: There are two cubes shaped pithos carved to the rock. They have a depth of about 

1.5 m and a width of about 50 cm. There is a wall belonging to the Byzantine waterway in 300-

400 m north. There are rectangular tombs at Sivrikayalar location in 500-600 m north. In this 

cemetery there is also a king tomb. This structure, carved from natural stone, is reached in four 

steps. The internal measurements are about 3x6 m and the height is 2 m. It is said by the villagers 

that there is a sarcophagus in the tomb structure formerly.  

Present Situation; Destruction by treasure hunting activities and illegal excavations continues. 

Touristic Potential; The area is very close to the Vize district. It is known that the region, 

which has very good infrastructure and superstructure facilities in terms of tourism, has 

become an important center with other touristic resources. Therefore, it is important to take 

place on an organized route of archaeological findings. There are also many graves, 

necropolis, cult areas in the region. Therefore, it is also suitable for making a great 

archeological park. 

 

Pınarhisar Castle 

 

Type of Building; Castle 
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Inventory Number; 39-07-534-01 

Period; Byzantium 

Location 

District; Pınarhisar  Village/ Neighborhood; Camiikebir  

Island; 4 Parcel; 9 

Coordinates: 41°37'46.6"N 27°30'54.7"E 

Definition: Kırklareli Pınarhisar Castle is considered to have been built in the Byzantine Period 

and undergoes repairing during the Ottoman Period. It is located on a hill which is not any 

construction building in the north of the fortress. Fortification walls down to the district center 

have been destroyed. In the north of the province, on the hill there are two circular and one 

rectangular square bastions are well preserved and also four circular bastions in the center of 

the city are well preserved. 

Present Situation; Today, there are three building ruins in the area, which is the northern part 

of the castle used as a park. Approximately 15 m high, circular planned bastion is built with 

brick rubble stone. The entrance, is provided by an arch in the south. The upper platform sits 

on a brick dome. There are two arched doors leading to the fortification wall. There is a ruin in 

50 m south in the form of circular bastion like an interior cistern and full of water. There is a 

structure with a wall width of about 2 m, it is also in 80 m south of the fortress wall, with an 

independent, rectangular plan, covered with rows of rubble stones, about 10x15 m in size. This 

structure is about 10 m high and its north wall is well preserved. The northern wall of this 

structure is about 10 m high. It is understood that there is one floor within the structure because 

of traces on the wall. 

Touristic Potential; It is used as a parking area. Therefore, there is a constant visitor. In 

addition, Pinarhisar is situated right in the middle of the major tourism centers such as 

Demirköy, Vize and Kırklareli and on the way to the pass. Therefore, it has an important 

tourism potential. 
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Vize Ancient Theater 

 

 

Type of Building; ancient theater 

Inventory Number; 39-08-495 

Period; 2nd century Rome 

Location 

District; Vize  neighborhood / village; Evren neighborhood  

Island; 168 Parcel; 27 

Coordinates: 41 ° 34 '25.8 "N - 27 ° 46' 09.7" E 

Definition: The Tiyaro structure lies on the southern edge of the Çömlektepe. It was excavated 

with excavations carried out in three seasons between 1995-1997. 

Present Situation; Visa Odeon which is known belong to the 2nd century A.C., has been 

destroyed by the Byzantine Period. During the excavations, stage reliefs on the marble and 

sculptures were found with many objects (pottery, glass and metal finds) belong to Roman, 

Byzantine and Ottoman periods. In the last excavation in 2003, Theater seating orders and stage 

building were unearthed. 

Touristic Potential; It is the only Roman theater known until now in Tukey, Thrace. 

 

Little Haghia Sophia Church (Süleymaniye Mosque)  
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Type of Building; Religious 

Inventory Number; 39-08-484 

Period; Byzantine (8th-9th centuries) 

Location 

District; Vize  neighborhood / village; Kale Neighborhood  

Island; 206 Parcel; 5 

Coordinates: 41°34'35.4"N 27°46'01.6"E 

Definition: The ground plan of the church is basilica and the cover system is cross plan. The 

structure is divided into three naves with columns. From each of these columns connected with 

the arches, only one of them stands on each line. Others have been thickened at a later time. 

There is a large dome with a pendant on the middle nave. The dome, which sits on a rim with 

sixteen sides, is elliptical. The parts of the four large cradle vaults carrying the weight of the 

dome bring out the crucifix arms. Unlike the lower floor, the upper floor of the church is cross-

planned (crucifix planned). The church's apse is half round from the inside and seven sides from 

the outside. The apse part of the side cell located in the south of the apse is half round inside 

and five sides from outside. The cell, located in the north of the apse, has lost its originality. 

Side naves were separated in four sections with the help of the arches connecting the columns 

to the walls.  The second niche was built on the same date as the building, and it is a grave 

arcosolium, located almost in the middle of the southern nave wall. The narthex section of the 
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church consists of three parts. The middle one was covered with a cradle vault. There is a gallery 

on top of this vault. When the building was turned to the mosque, the minaret was built into the 

southern section. In the northern section, there is a wooden staircase that provides a link to the 

gallery. There are fresco remains on Arcosolium. It is understood that there are three figures on 

stage. The figure of Pantocrator Jesus is sitting on the throne is in the middle, Mary is on his 

right, pointing her hand at him, and an angel figure on the other side. This is a deesis scene. 

There are also frescoes on the western inner wall of the church and in the narthex section. The 

white, red, pink color on the southwest side resembles the Palaiogos period technique. 

Present Situation; A comprehensive restoration work has been done in the near future. On the 

southwestern outer corner, there is a minaret that is incompatible with the texture of the 

structure. Overhanging materials were used on the walls of the building and on the external 

environment around the garden. These reclamation materials are used on the lower part of the 

south wall, on the southern part of the west ceiling, and on the lower closed windows.  

Touristic Potential; It is known that the region, which has very good infrastructure and 

superstructure possibilities in terms of tourism. It has become an important center with 

destination factors such as activities, atractions, accessibilities (in city center). Therefore, it is 

important to take place on an organized route of archaeological finds. 
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* In the preparation of this report, besides the field work of the specialist (taking some photos and 

observation in the area), opinions, information and experiences, Trakya Development Agency 2023 

Tourism Master Plan and Kırklareli Province Culture and Tourism Directorate Inventory were utilized. 
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